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Manufacturing experts

Jonesco are the trusted brand for secondary spill containment suppliers across the globe. 

Our story began in 1967 on Adelaide Street near Preston city centre in the UK. It is safe to say we 

have grown a bit since then.

Doing things better is why Jonesco exists. It is why we deliver the products you need, whenever 

and wherever you need them. Working Smarter. Not harder. Our rotationally moulded products can 

be found worldwide and our uncompromising commitment to quality means they are made to last.

Jonesco’s headquarters are in Preston, Lancashire, UK with a subsidiary in Seclin, France. Our chain 

of distribution covers over 60 countries and spans every continent. We’re truly global but we’ve not 

lost our family touch.



jonesco-plastics.com/us
Want to know more? We’re just a click away...



From worktop to workshop. Jonesco spill trays are the ultimate solution for containing 

spills when working with liquids or hazardous chemicals. The easy to clean spill trays 

can be used with or without platforms and are available in a range of capacities. Short 

on space? No problem, all of our trays have a nestable design, saving storage space and 

helping to optimize delivery.

Spill trays





Looking for static spill containment? Look no further! Jonesco’s spill pallets are the ideal 

solution when working with drums containing liquids and hazardous chemicals. Made to 

last, our spill pallets are available in a range of sizes (1-4 drums) and capacities (60-128 

gallons). 

Drum spill pallets





Clean, secure and weathertight static spill containment. The spill pallet hardcover is 

available in three sizes and two capacities. Entry to the hardcover is available from both 

sides courtesy of the sliding shutter design, which can also be padlocked (padlock not 

included). The easily assembled unit (fixings supplied) has ample headspace for pump 

equipment and funnels.

Drum hardcovers





Drum containment on another level. The drum rack dispensing station offers both 

flexibility and protection from spills and drips when dispensing liquids or hazardous 

chemicals. Its additional stacking level allows for storage of four drums.

Drum rack dispensing station





Ergonomic design, easy handling and manoeuvrability and a large capacity; the key 

attributes that make the drum trolley the ideal mobile dispensing unit. The unit has a large 

ribbed dispensing area, ideal for containers to sit above minor spills and a 0.80 gallon mini 

sump when in a vertical position. The drum trolley comes complete with a ratchet strap, 

rotational swivel brake castors and a safety support for safe vertical loading.

Drum trolley





Jonesco’s Workfloors are the ideal solution for storing and dispensing liquids across any 

given area. Available in two sizes the workfloor units and ramps can be combined and 

connected together with the dedicated connector kits, creating a customizable area 

suited to your storage and dispensing needs. 

Workfloors





Jonesco’s drum dolly is a safe and sturdy option for transporting containers, including 

205 liter drums. Its four swivel castors, two of which can be braked, and fold-away handle 

make it highly maneuverable. The unit is also equipped with locator lugs that enable 

efficient stacking for optimal delivery and storage. Additionally, the drum dolly features a 

spout which allows for easy dispensing of any small spills.

Drum Dolly





The drum stand’s two-in-one design offers the user ultimate flexibility when deploying 15 

or 55 gallon drums. The stand’s differential curvature accommodates either. Drum ribs fit 

snugly into indentations on the stand to prevent unintentional movement, with space for 

ratchet straps (not included) to secure drums for additional safety. The nestable design 

saves storage space helping to optimize handling and delivery. Optional extra: KIT52: 

Rubber feet for added stability. 

Drum stand





Pouring, made easy. The Drum Funnel is the perfect accessory for minimizing spills when 

filling drums. Compatible with standard 55 gallon drums the funnel’s 250˚ opening lid 

allows for easy access and prevents rainwater and debris entering the drum. The funnel 

comes complete with a plastic toggle and stainless steel gross particle filter, helping to 

keep collected product free from contaminants.

The Drum Tray is ideal for collecting spills and reducing waste when filling drums. Its 

raised ribs help prevent collected spills from coming into contact with the base of the 

drum. Shipping and storage is made easier with its nestable design.

Drum funnel and tray





Jonesco’s IBC spill pallets offer efficient secondary spill containment for up to three IBCs. 

Many of our spill pallets can be used with or without platforms, including the SJ-525 

which has an integrated 2.5 gallon mini sump. A range of dispensers are available for all 

other spill pallets. 

The SJ-510 has a generous surface area of 8 ft2 and along with SJ-520 has a nestable 

design, perfect for storage and shipping. 

IBC spill pallets





Dispensing just got easier with our three IBC dispenser units. The dispensers hook on 

to the IBC spill pallets for added functionality and as a bonus, have an overflow feature, 

diverting excess liquid back into the spill pallet when the unit becomes full.

IBC spill pallet dispensers





Clean, secure and weathertight static spill containment. Jonesco’s nestable IBC spill pallet 

comes complete with a rigid compartment that can be secured against the elements. 

The IBC hardcover features double swing doors with a three-point locking mechanism, 

an integrated 0.5 gallon platform spill tray for small spills and integrated vents. The easily 

assembled unit (fixings supplied) has ample headroom to make loading easy, and for IBC 

mixers, pumps and funnels.

IBC hardcovers





Jonesco’s under rack bunds are the must have secondary containment solution when 

storing liquids or hazardous chemicals on racking. Available in two widths, the bunds fit 

perfectly under most 7-9 ft racking systems and with the platform free design enables 

quick inspection and easy cleaning. Shipping and storage is made easier with its nestable 

design. 

Under rack bunds





Access to spill containment storage made easy with our modular ramps. The ramps are 

suitable for use with our drum containment spill pallets, drum hardcovers and workfloors, 

or simply create a working platform around an area using the blocks. Combining blocks 

and ramps allow for a range of heights to be reached.

Modular ramps





Lend us half an hour of your time
and we’ll give you 50 years of our.





sales@jonesco-plastics.com
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